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Replication = New data, Same analysis

Reproduction = Same data, Same analysis
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Reproduction is easy?

Laurinavichyute, Yadav & Vasishth (2022)

?
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“OK, I will change the maximum iterations to 30000 
and see if that helps with fitting.”

Model failed to converge with max|grad| = 0.209594 (tol = 0.002, 

component 1

control = glmerControl(maxfun = 30000)

“Great! Now it converges and I can get on with my life.”
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Method for obtaining p-values

No. of iterations Variable coding

Optimiser

Method for computing confidence intervals

Software version



Data and code sharing

If you share the code along with the data, other people can just run it 
(and can examine it).
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We can do even better than just sharing data and code!



We can structure our whole project with reproduction in mind.

We can have a reproducible workflow.
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Reproducible Workflow
Aim: Anyone can reproduce your results

Including you! 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s3JldKoA0zw

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s3JldKoA0zw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s3JldKoA0zw


Reproducible Workflow
Aim: Anyone can reproduce your results

Including you! (Good because redoing analyses is almost inevitable!)
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Key Practices
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Kitzes (2018)

File/folder 
structures and 
descriptions

Automation and 
documentation of 

manual steps

Flow design (How 
you break the 

process into steps)



This Workshop
1. Folder and files (Directory organisation and flow design)

2. README (Directory organisation) 

3. RMarkdown (Automation and documentation)
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Directory (folder) structure
Organise your folders and files to reflect your research process
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  ata analysis   lot  gures,  uild a stats model,  

  ata ac uisi on  Get raw data from experiments, use exis ng data,  

  ata processing   nonymise par cipants,  x missing values,  



Directory (folder) structure
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Practice: Create these folders
(Ignore the files for the moment)

           

     

    

          

        

         

       

        

         



Directory (folder) structure
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Study title (use _ or – in 
place of spaces)

           

     

    

          

        

         

       

        

         



Directory (folder) structure
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  ata analysis

 ata ac uisi on

  ata processing



Directory (folder) structure
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Code for processing, analysing, plotting, … 
(saves results into the folders above)

Descriptions of the project, folders and 
files

           

     

    

          

        

         

       

        

         



Directory (folder) structure
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“Oops, I found a mistake here!”

“No worries, I will just rerun this”



README.md
README is a text file that provides important information, such as:

1. Information about the directory structure (what files are where)

2. Information about the files (what does main.Rmd do?)

3. Software dependencies (e.g., which R packages you use? Which version?)

4. Steps to reproduce (what do I do if I want to reproduce the tables, figures, 
statistics?)
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README.md
README is usually written as a Markdown file (.md)

1. # in front of headings (## for subheadings, ### for sub-subheadings, etc.)

2. Hyphens (-) for bullet points

3. 1 , 2 , 3 , … for numbered lists 

4. Backticks (`) for marking text as code (usually rendered as text highlighted in gray)

5. *…* for italic text, **…** for bold text 
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README.md
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# Size rating

This project explores how people rate the size of different 

nouns

## Directory structure

1. **data** contains raw data (from the R package *language* 

by R.H. Baayen) and processed (cleaned) data

2. **results** contains plots and tables 

3. **main.Rmd** is the main analysis script, which produces 

the processed data and all the results

## Steps to reproduce

- Run the code in **main.Rmd** sequentially (see inside the 

file for more information) 

           

     

    

          

        

         

       

        

         



README.md
- Markdown rendered on Github (where you likely share your code and results)

- Readable even when not rendered
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# Size rating

This project explores how people rate the size of 

different nouns

## Directory structure

1. **data** contains raw data (from the R package 

*language* by R.H. Baayen) and processed (cleaned) data

2. **results** contains plots and tables 

3. **main.Rmd** is the main analysis script, which 

produces the processed data and all the results

## Steps to reproduce

- Run the code in **main.Rmd** sequentially (see inside 

the file for more information) 



README.md
You should also have separate README for your data describing what each of the 
columns is
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README.md
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# Timed button response data

`data.csv` contains the data we collected

## Column descriptions

- **p_id**: the ID unique to each participant

- **rt**: response time (milliseconds)

- **response**: which button the participant clicks 

(0 = left, 1 = right)

- **buttons**: button labels on the left and right 

           h         [“          ”, “   h       ”]

p_id rt response buttons

1 100 0 [“ ”, “ ”]

1 200 1 [“ ”, “ ”]

2 150 0 [“ ”, “ ”]

2 120 0 [“ ”, “ ”]

data/raw/data.csv data/raw/README.md
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processed.csv

Directory (folder) structure
           

     

    

        

         

          

             

         

        

         

       

        

         



RMarkdown
- Lets you write and execute R code in “chunks”  etween your texts, images, etc.

- Easier to follow than pure R code with comments because the code chunks track 
your thought process

- Good for reproducibility because the reproducer will be able to follow the steps 
easily

- Can  e turned into reports (HTML we page,   F, …)
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RMarkdown
- You already know RMarkdown! 

- If you know R and you know Markdown, it’s literally just putting those two things 
together.
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Demo
Dataset: sizeRatings (from languageR package; Baayen & Hay, 2004)

Contains ratings of how big 81 different nouns (animal/plan) are from 38 different 
participants
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Demo
Goal: Using Rmarkdown, we will

1.  rocess the data and replace participants’ names with I s

2. Find out which animal/plant receives the highest mean size rating

3. Plot the ratings of the 10 nouns with highest mean size ratings

4. Generate a webpage that renders the Markdown and contains the results of code 
execution

5. (If there’s time left)  Fit a linear regression model and generate a ta le of the 
model summary. Generate a PDF from RMarkdown
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Code/copy along
There will be quite a bit of coding soon, you can go to https://bit.ly/ppls-reproducible
to copy-paste parts that you don’t want to type yourself.
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https://bit.ly/ppls-reproducible


Demo
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https://bit.ly/ppls-reproducible
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Make sure it’s size_rating here!
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R code chunks 
(click the green play
button or Ctrl+Alt+C
to execute)

Markdown text

YAML header (for 
settings)
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Clear the content, except the header, and create the setup section
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If you’re not familiar with Markdown, use the visual editor. (If you’re copy-pasting,
you must do it in the source mode!)
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Add an R code chunk and write code to import libraries

Write comments that tell the purpose of the packages
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on the top-right corner (Ctrl + Alt + C) runs the code and shows the results below
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By default, paths are relative to your Rmd
location (or your .Rproj file, if you have 
not saved your Rmd file)
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This is bad for reproducibility! 

What if your data has errors and
when you fix it melons are not so big anymore!?
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Use inline codes (`r variableName`) to 
insert code results in your text

These inline codes will turn into results when you turn 
the Rmd into a webpage or a PDF

In general, do this as much as possible 
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Use chunk options to change figure 
dimensions etc. (Rerun to see 
changes)



“Knitting” 
You can “knit” RMarkdown documents into formats such as webpages and PDFs. 

For this demo, we will make an HTML webpage.
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Use chunk option include=FALSE to hide the chunk from the knitted page



Nice options for HTML
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Make Table of Content
Make Table of Content floating
Display tables as paged tables



Now what?
Sharing!

1. Zip the project and upload as supplemental data to your paper

2. Sharing on GitHub: Our project structure plays nicely with GitHub, with README 
and everything. (You may want to use .gitignore to ignore sensitive files)

Attend our GitHub workshop or read more at https://pplsopenresearch.github.io to 
learn more about GitHub
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https://pplsopenresearch.github.io/


Recap
1. Reproducible workflow ensures that your research results can be reproduced

2. Folder structure should reflect your work steps and separate them clearly

3. RMarkdown can help, because it encourages documentation of the steps and 
helps the reproducer understand them
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What’s next?
You can learn more!

- Read more about reproducibility: http://www.practicereproducibleresearch.org/

- RMarkdown  Very powerful; Can “knit” your Rmd into journal articles! (Use the 
rticle package) 
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https://www.practicereproducibleresearch.org/
https://bookdown.org/yihui/rmarkdown/rticles-templates.html


What’s next?
Guaranteeing reproducibility is difficult. 

Some more issues:

1. Software version: What if a function you use is no longer available in a different 
version of an R package? 

2. Software availability: What if one day ggplot is taken off CRAN? 

3. Computing environment differences: What if a different operating system gives a 
different result? 
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What’s next?
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renv R package tracks packages you use in the project and saves 
version information etc. Reproducers can load & install them via 
renv.

Docker packages your whole computing environment, from the OS, 
to RStudio, R, R packages and your project. 

https://rstudio.github.io/renv/articles/renv.html
https://www.docker.com/


What’s next?
We want to try to move toward the gold standard

You can’t do everything at once  ut you can adopt these practices gradually!

54

Peng (2011)
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